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Abstract
Hydraulic modeling is an essential part of well construction planning. This task becomes even more crucial for drilling complex and challenging offshore wells with narrow drilling margins. However, the oil and gas industry still lacks a comprehensive transient hydraulic software package that can cover several advanced tasks such as conventional and dynamic well control, MPD and UBD design or testing sophisticated choke control algorithms, under one umbrella and without sacrificing much needed accuracy.

In this paper, we present a novel and comprehensive hydraulic software package and its underlying models. In addition to single-phase flow, this software can also model the transient multi-phase flow behavior of drilling fluid and influx/injected gas in the wellbore. The drift-flux approach was applied in association with appropriate closure relationships, sophisticated friction and choke models. Furthermore, a user-friendly graphical user interface was developed to ease the creation of simulation cases.

Through simulation scenarios, it will be shown that the new tool can accurately estimate several crucial parameters during well control such as the annular pressure profile, pump pressure, kick tolerance, flow out, pit gain or gas rising velocity, for any desired 3-D wellbore path. Applying advanced numerical schemes makes this tool fast, robust, efficient, and capable of simulating fast transients in drilling. As such, it has the potential to significantly improve well construction and drilling operations, thereby enhancing rig safety and reducing the associated non-productive time.

Introduction
One of the major tasks during the well construction process is hydraulic planning and predicting important parameters such as equivalent circulating density (ECD) and kick tolerance (during a gas kick). For this purpose, an accurate hydraulic model is required. The model should not only be applicable to conventional drilling operations but also be able to handle the complexities of more innovative drilling technologies such as underbalanced drilling (UBD) or managed pressure drilling (MPD). Regardless of the technology used, well control is a permanent concern in drilling operations. Precise estimation of key parameters associated with a well control scenario including the annular pressure profile, kick tolerance, bottom-hole and surface casing pressures or gas void fraction, plays a crucial role in the well construction process. However, common kick models used in industry consider a single bubble model while assuming the gas kick and the drilling fluid to remain in separate phases with simplifications regarding gas migration, frictional pressure loss or the length of the gas column. Due to these oversimplifications and the involved uncertainties, these models tend to produce very conservative results.

Another example includes the design of UBD operations in which steady-state two-phase empirical correlations are applied extensively (e.g. Beggs et al., 1973; Brill, 1985; Duns and Ros, 1963; Eaton et al., 1967; Hagedorn et al., 1965, etc.). These correlations are based on limited experimental data and are usually only applicable to Newtonian fluids. Hence, they are not necessarily valid for all simulation scenarios (Ma et al., 2016). In addition, they discard the slow transients associated with the UBD process, which makes the predictions even less reliable.

The most important goal of this paper is to introduce a comprehensive hydraulic model, which can cover a large variety of drilling operations under one umbrella rather than using a particular software for each operation, thereby aiding complex well design.

Background
Developing a realistic hydraulic model for drilling applications that include well control events is a very complicated process due to the existence of a complex multiphase region, which usually contains a non-Newtonian drilling fluid and formation / injected gas (Ma et al., 2016). Drill string movement and eccentricity also add to the complexity of the problem.

One major approach to model single-phase/multi-phase flow is using fundamental and mechanistic transport equations. Results obtained with this approach, which relies on the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, are generally more reliable than the correlation-based models (Yuan and Zhou, 2009).

Depending on the simplifying assumptions, the mechanistic models can be classified into three categories: the homogenous model, the drift-flux model, and the two or multiple-fluid model. The transient drift-flux approach is applied in this study. The homogenous model with slippage between the phases is known as
the drift-flux model. In this model, in order to obtain the velocity of each phase, the so-called “slip law” has to be used in conjunction with the combined momentum equation (Gavriluk and Fabre, 1996; Rommetveit, 1989). The drift-flux model has been frequently reported in the literature for its usage in transient multi-phase flow modeling for drilling applications (Abouie et al., 2015; Avelar et al., 2009; Nichols, 1987; Podio and Yang, 1986; Rommetveit, 1989; Rommetveit and Vefring, 1991; Udegbunam et al., 2014). Although these simulators use the same drift-flux model concept, depending on the applied numerical schemes and slip laws, significantly different results may be obtained.

Two-fluid and multiple-fluid model is based on separated flow for each phase, where the slippage between the phases is considered via the interphase shear stresses. The two-fluid model needs one mass conservation equation and one momentum conservation equation for each phase (Bendiksen et al., 1991). Therefore, it is more computationally challenging. This model is also extensively used in the industry, particularly for production engineering applications (Abouie, 2015; Bendiksen et al., 1991; Shirdel and Sepehrnoori, 2012).

In comparison to the two-fluid model, the drift-flux model is simpler and less computationally expensive, which provided the main motivation for applying it in this study. Recent advances in developing numerical schemes, fluid flow modeling, and drilling techniques encouraged the development of a state of the art multiphase simulator for drilling and production applications.

**Mathematical Model**

In this section, a one-dimensional drift-flux mathematical model is proposed to describe the multi-phase flow dynamics. The model consists of conservation equations of mass and momentum for multiple gas and liquid components. In addition, closure algebraic equations including slip law, and choke model, are also presented.

**Conservation Equations**

The transient dynamics of multiphase flow can be modeled using conversation equations of mass and momentum as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x}(ρ_i \frac{\partial A(x)}{\partial x}) + \sum_l a_{i,l}ρ_{i,l} \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} + \sum_k a_{g,k}ρ_{g,k} v_g = 0
\]  

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \left( \sum_l a_{i,l}ρ_{i,l} v_l + \sum_k a_{g,k}ρ_{g,k} v_g + v_d \right) p - \sum_l a_{i,l}ρ_{i,l} v_l \right] = A(x) \left[ \sum_l a_{i,l} q_{i,l} + \sum_k a_{g,k} q_{g,k} \right] - f_w - f_G
\]  

where equations (1) and (2) represents mass conservation of each liquid component and gas component, respectively. Equation (3) represents the momentum conservation of mixed liquid and gas components. The system contains I liquid components and K gas components. \(a_{i,l}, \rho_{i,l}\) are the volume fraction and density of the \(i\)th liquid component. It is assumed that all liquid components share the same velocity \(v_d\) for a given location and time. Note that having two or more liquids with different properties is common in well control or cementing operations and has to be taken into consideration. \(a_{g,k}, \rho_{g,k}\) represent the volume fraction and density for the \(k\)th gas component. Pressure \(p\) is common for all liquid and gas components. The cross-sectional area of the flow, \(A(x)\) may vary along the drill string due to area discontinuities (different wellbore, casing and drill string component sizes), \(q_{i,l}\) and \(q_{g,k}\) are the liquid/gas mass flow source/sink terms including reservoir gas influx, injected gas, lost circulation etc. \(f_w\) and \(f_G\) refer to the pressure drop caused by friction and gravity, respectively. The system has \(2I + 2K + 3\) unknowns \((a_{i,l}, \rho_{i,l}, a_{g,k}, \rho_{g,k}, v_l, v_g\) and \(p\) ) and \(1 + K + I\) partial differential equations. The additional \(I + K + 2\) algebraic equations are given by:

\[
v_g = \frac{C_0 v_{mix}}{} + v_d \quad (4)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
ρ_{i,l} &= ρ_{i,l}(p, T) \\
ρ_{g,k} &= ρ_{g,k}(p, T) \\
\sum l = 1, a_{i,l} + \sum k = 1, a_{g,k} &= 1 \quad (6)
\end{align*}
\]

**Slip Law**

Liquid and gas phases may have different velocities. The slip law describing the relation between gas velocity and liquid velocity is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_g &= \frac{C_0 v_{mix}}{} + v_d \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(C_0\) is the concentration profile parameter and \(v_d\) is the drift velocity (also known as “slip velocity” or “gas rising velocity”). \(C_0\) and \(v_d\) are empirical parameters and can be obtained from the available correlations (Roumazieles et al., 1996; Oddie et al., 2003; Shi et al., 2005). Additional information about the slip law and choke models is presented in the Appendix.

**Numerical Scheme**

It is impractical to find an analytical solution to the presented drift-flux model due to the complexity of the underlying coupled partial differential equations and nonlinear algebraic equations. Instead, a numerical scheme could be applied to approximating the solution. In this paper, a second-
order semi-implicit relaxed scheme presented by Evje and Fjelde (2002) is modified to predict the solution. The scheme is modified to be able to handle a system of multiple liquid/gas components. The concept of energy conservation is used to handle the area discontinuities in the drill string and annulus.

**Modified Second Order Relaxed Scheme**

The second order relaxed scheme is briefly discussed in this section. The conservation equations in (1), (2) and (3) can be written as:

$$\partial_t U + \partial_x (F_c + F_p) = Q$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where

$$U = \begin{bmatrix} U_m \\ U_M \end{bmatrix}, F_c = \begin{bmatrix} \alpha_{l,l} p_{l,l} \\ \alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$U_M = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{l} \alpha_{l,l} p_{l,i} \right) v_t + \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k} \right) v_g$$

$$F_p = \begin{bmatrix} \cdots \\ 0 \cdots \end{bmatrix}, F_c = \begin{bmatrix} F_{mc} \\ F_{Mc} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$F_{Mc} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{l} \alpha_{l,l} p_{l,i} \right) v_t^2 + \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k} \right) v_g^2$$

$$Q = \begin{bmatrix} Q_m \\ Q_M \end{bmatrix}, Q_m = \begin{bmatrix} q_{l,l} \\ q_{g,g} \end{bmatrix}, Q_M = f_w + f_G$$

where $U_m$, $U_M$, $F_{mc}$, $F_{Mc}$, $F_p$, $Q_m$ and $Q_M$ are the mass conservative variables, momentum conservative variable, mass convective fluxes, momentum convective flux, pressure flux, mass source terms, and momentum source terms, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the drill pipe and annulus are discretized into N cells. Each cell j consists of a node j at its center, a lower interface, $j - 1/2$, and an upper interface, $j + 1/2$. A relaxed scheme presented by Evje and Fjelde (2002) has been modified to solve the discretized system with multiple liquid/gas components:

$$\begin{align*}
U_{m,j}^{(n+1)} &= U_{m,j}^{(n)} + \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x} \left[ F_{m,c,j-1/2}^{(n)} - F_{m,c,j+1/2}^{(n)} \right] + Q_{m,j}^{(n)} \Delta t \\
U_{M,j}^{(n+1)} &= U_{M,j}^{(n)} + \frac{\Delta t}{\Delta x} \left[ F_{M,c,j-1/2}^{(n)} - F_{M,c,j+1/2}^{(n)} \right] + Q_{M,j}^{(n)} \Delta t
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where superscript (n) and (n + 1) refer to the current and next time layer, respectively. $\Delta t$ and $\Delta x$ are the size of time step and the size of cell j, respectively. The selection of $\Delta t$ and $\Delta x$ must satisfy the CFL constraints for numerical stability. More details of the scheme can be found in (Evje and Fjelde, 2002).

**Area Discontinuity Treatment**

The presented numerical scheme cannot be directly applied to area discontinuities. A uniform mesh throughout the model geometry may result in irregular cell around the area discontinuities. Additionally, momentum is not conserved at the area discontinuities due to internal force. For this purpose, the discretization and scheme must be modified.

In this paper, cell interfaces are placed exactly on the area discontinuities. A uniform mesh is adopted within each segment separated by area discontinuities. Hence, the presented numerical scheme can be applied within each segment. The area discontinuity provides boundary conditions for the adjacent segments. As shown in Figure 2, a virtual cell with zero volume is considered at the discontinuity location. Since momentum is not conserved for the virtual cell, an energy conservation equation is used instead:

$$\begin{align*}
\partial_t A \left( \sum_{i=1}^{l} \alpha_{l,l} \rho_{l,i} E_{l,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k} E_{g,k} \right) + \\
\partial_x A \left( \sum_{i=1}^{l} \alpha_{l,l} \rho_{l,i} H_{l,i} v_t + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k} H_{g,k} v_g \right) &= 0
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $E$ and $H$ represent the specific energy and enthalpy, respectively. Numerical schemes have been developed for solving equations (1), (2) and (10) over the virtual cell, which provides boundary conditions for the adjacent segments.
A software package has been developed based on the presented model. The software package can handle the following complexities:

- Arbitrary wellbore path
- Area discontinuities in wellbore or drill string
- Off-bottom drill string
- Advanced slip models
- Non-Newtonian drilling fluids
- Simultaneous existence of multiple types of liquid and gas components
- Real gas model
- Multiple influxes from several formations or injections
- Lost circulation due to fracture
- Advanced model for two-phase pressure drop across the bit and choke
- Automated choke control
- Modern drilling techniques such as MPD and UBD

**Software Package**

Simulation Results
The software package is capable of simulating different well control cases including MPD, UBD, Driller’s Method, Wait & Weight Method, etc. Simulations and validations of MPD scenarios have been shown in our previous work (Ma et al., 2016). Additional capabilities of handling multiple liquids and...
gases allow the software to simulate other drilling scenarios such as Wait & Weight or Driller’s Method (during a well control scenario), UBD, pressurized mud cap drilling or cementing.

In this paper, an actual deviated offshore well was selected to better mimic a real-life scenario. The wellbore path (true vertical depth (TVD) vs. horizontal departure) is shown in Figure 6. Table 1 summarizes additional information for this wellbore, including the drill string and annulus information.

Simulating Wait and Weight Method

In this section, a gas influx was introduced 3 min after the simulation started. The Wait & Weight Method was subsequently applied to cease and circulate out the kick. The simulation event timeline was as follows:

- **0-3 min**: Normal operation. Blowout preventer was open. Drilling fluid flow-in rate was set to 500 gal/min. The original mud had a weight of 11.8 ppg, yield stress of 5 Pa, fluid behavior index of 0.6 and consistency index of 0.2 Pa.s^{0.6}

- **3-7 min**: Reservoir pressure was set to be higher than the bottom hole pressure and gas influx occurred at the bottom of the well.

- **7-9 min**: Pump was stopped for flow check. Kick was detected.

- **9-50 min**: “Wait” Stage of the Wait & Weight Method. The well was shut in by closing the blowout preventer. Heavy mud was made, which has a weight of 12.6 ppg with yield stress of 10.06 Pa, fluid behavior index of 0.7323 and consistency index of 0.3285 Pa.s^{0.7323}

- **50-340 min**: Heavy mud was pumped at a kill rate of 200 gal/min. At the same time, a standard proportional-integral (PI) controller was applied to keep the bottom-hole pressure constant during circulation.
Figure 7 shows the gas void fractions vs. measured depth at different times during Wait & Weight Method.

Figure 7 shows the gas void fractions vs. time while removing the gas kick from the wellbore. Gas reached the surface after 180 min. As shown in Figure 7, the flow out rate increased once the gas kick was initiated due to the pressure difference between reservoir pressure and bottom-hole pressure. As a result, the pit gain was also increased as shown in Figure 9, which presented an additional indicator for this gas kick. A flow check was subsequently conducted by stopping the mud pump and checking the flow-out rate. The gas kick was confirmed by observing non-zero flow-out rate after the mud pump was stopped. Once the kick was confirmed, the well was shut in immediately followed by a 41-min stage for making the heavy mud. During the subsequent pumping stage starting at 50 min, the heavy mud was pumped at a kill rate of 200 gal/min until the kick was circulated out.

Figure 10 shows the bottom-hole pressure vs. time during the gas kick event. Initially, bottom-hole pressure slightly increased due to the additional frictional pressure drop introduced by gas entrance. Then, when the gravitational pressure gradient became dominant, a decrease in the bottom-hole pressure was observed. Subsequently, the well was shut in to increase the bottom-hole pressure and stop the influx. During the “Wait” stage, flow in and out rates were zero. Gas rose slowly due to slip between the liquid and gas velocities. The gas expansion caused a slight increase of the casing pressure and thus the bottom-hole pressure. During the pumping stage, an automated choke was applied to keep the bottom-hole pressure constant and approximately 300 psi above the reservoir pressure.

Figure 11 shows the surface backpressure vs. time during the gas kick event. Peak casing pressure (approximately 1300 psi) was observed when the influx reached the surface. As heavy mud replaced the original mud in the wellbore, the surface backpressure dropped back to atmospheric pressure. This indicated that the procedure was successful and no additional kick was taken during circulation.

Figure 12 shows the standpipe pressure vs. time during the gas kick event. The shut-in drill pipe pressure of approximately 800 psi was observed. This value was used to obtain the required density for the kill mud. The standpipe pressure dropped as the original mud was replaced by the heavy mud in the drill string. It remained nearly constant when the mud in the
wellbore was replaced. Figure 13 shows the choke opening vs. time during the gas kick event. Applying appropriate choke control algorithm was crucial to avoid significant oscillations in bottom-hole pressure during removal of the gas influx.

Simulating Underbalanced Drilling

In this section, drilling with an aerated fluid and off-bottom drill string is simulated. Nitrogen was injected to the drill string at the surface to induce the under-balanced conditions in the wellbore. After nitrogen reached the bit, the bottom-hole pressure gradually fell below the reservoir pressure, which introduced a gas influx from the productive zone (which is assumed to be located at the bottom of the well). The same wellbore and drill string parameters in Table 1 were used, except that the drill string was 1847 ft off-bottom when the gas injection began at the surface. The simulation event timeline was as follows:

- **0-60 min**: Drilling fluid injection rate was set to 500 gal/min. The mud was a Newtonian fluid with a weight of 8.34 ppg and a constant viscosity of 1cP. Nitrogen was injected from the top of drill string at a rate of 4000 scfm. Choke opening was set to 40% to achieve a surface backpressure of 200 psi.
- **60-200 min**: An automated choke was applied to keep the bottom-hole pressure constant and below the reservoir pressure for underbalanced drilling.

Figure 14 shows the gas void fractions along wellbore and annulus vs. time during the underbalanced drilling. Injected gas reached the bit around 25 min and reached the surface around 70 min. As shown in Figure 16, the bottom-hole pressure fell below the reservoir pressure after approximately 45 min and introduced an influx at the bottom-hole location. The gas influx from the formation subsequently traveled upward and mixed with the injected gas from the drill string, which was 1847 ft above the bottom-hole location. This explained the high gas void fraction below the bit in the annulus after the gas influx occurred. Note that this process was time-dependent. Hence, applying steady-state multi-phase models/correlations may lead to erroneous results. The liquid flow in/out rate, bottom-hole...
pressure, standpipe pressure, and choke opening during underbalanced drilling are shown in Figure 15 through 18, respectively.

Operating the choke is one of the crucial parameters during the UBD operations due to slow transients associated with multi-phase flow. Therefore, this software package can be used to evaluate and optimize the choke performance by comparing different choke models.

**Conclusions**

In this paper, a novel transient multi-phase flow modeling framework is proposed. It is based on the drift flux model with coupled conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy in association with appropriate closure algebraic equations. Comprehensive slip laws, area discontinuities, arbitrary well path, non-Newtonian drilling fluids, nonlinear density models are all incorporated to improve the modeling accuracy. A second order semi-implicit numerical scheme is developed to efficiently and accurately solve the mathematical model. The developed model is validated by using previously published data. The proposed modeling framework is capable of simulating different drilling scenarios including conventional well control, UBD, MPD, dynamic well control, single-phase flow, etc.

In this study, the software package was used to simulate a conventional well control scenario as well as a UBD case. The proposed modeling framework is able to accurately estimate crucial parameters during hydraulic planning such as annular pressure profile, ECD, kick tolerance, flow out, pit gain, gas rising velocities etc. The model has been implemented in a user-friendly software package, which has the potential of facilitating hydraulic planning, enhancing rig safety, and reducing non-productive time due to well control-related issues.
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**Nomenclature**

- $A_c$: Choke area, m$^2$
- $C_o$: Profile parameter, m$^2$
- $f_G$: Gravitational pressure drop, Pa/m
- $f_w$: Frictional pressure drop, Pa/m
- $g$: Gravitational constant, m/s$^2$
- $p_a$: Atmospheric pressure, Pa
- $p_h$: Bottom-hole pressure, Pa
- $p_d$: Choke downstream pressure, Pa
- $p_{res}$: Reservoir pressure, Pa
- $p_{top}$: Surface backpressure, Pa
- $q_c$: Total mass flow through choke, kg/s
- $v_d$: Drift velocity, m/s
- $v_g$: Gas velocity, m/s
- $v_l$: Liquid velocity, m/s
- $v_{mix}$: Mixed velocity of gas and liquid, m/s
- $x_{g, top}$: Gas mass flow fraction through choke
- $x_{l, top}$: Liquid mass flow fraction through choke
- $Y$: Gas expansion factor
- $Z_c$: Choke opening
- $\alpha_g$: Gas volume fraction
- $\alpha_l$: Liquid volume fraction
- $\rho_g$: Gas density, kg/m$^3$
- $\rho_l$: Liquid density, kg/m$^3$
- $\rho_{ref}$: Reference liquid density, kg/m$^3$
- $\rho_{mix}$: Mixed density of gas and liquid, kg/m$^3$
- $\mu_l$: Liquid viscosity, Pa.s
- $\mu_g$: Gas viscosity, Pa.s
- $\mu_{mix}$: Mixed viscosity of gas and liquid, Pa.s
- $\gamma$: Adiabatic index of gas
- $\theta$: Well inclination angle from vertical, rad
- $\Delta p_c$: Choke critical pressure drop ratio

**Glossary**

- $ECD$ = Equivalent circulating density
- $MPD$ = Managed pressure drilling
- $TVD$ = True vertical depth
- $UBD$ = Under-balanced drilling
- $YPL$ = Yield power law
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Appendix

Slip Law (Continued)

For the simulation scenarios presented in this paper, the model proposed by Shi et al. (2005) was applied with parameter corrections for inclined flow (Hasan and Kabir, 1998):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{c_0}{1 + (A - 1)\gamma} \quad & v_d = \frac{(1 - \alpha_g c_0) C_0 K(\alpha_g) v_c}{\alpha_g C_0 \sqrt{\rho_g / \rho_l} + 1 - \alpha_g C_0} \sqrt{\cos(\theta) [1 + \sin(\theta)]^2} \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(A1)

where \(A, \gamma, K(\alpha_g), v_c\) are empirical parameters, \(\alpha_g = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{g,k}\) is the volume fraction of gas phase, \(\rho_g = \left(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k}\right) / \alpha_g\) and \(\rho_l = \left(\sum_{i=1}^{I} \alpha_{l,i} \rho_{l,i}\right) / (1 - \alpha_g)\) are the densities of gas and liquid phases, respectively. \(\theta\) denotes the inclination angle from the vertical.

Choke Model

Adding backpressure in well control is conducted by adjusting the choke opening. For the stratified flow, the following choke model is used (Aarsnes et al., 2015):

\[
\begin{align*}
q_c &= A_c Z_c \sqrt{\frac{2 \max(p_{top} - p_{dis}, 0)}{\sum_{i=0}^{I} (x_{l,i,top} / \sqrt{\rho_{l,i,top}}) + \sum_{k=0}^{K} (x_{g,k,top} / \sqrt{\rho_{g,k,top}})}} \\
x_{l,i,top} &= \frac{\alpha_{l,i} \rho_{l,i} v_l}{\sum_{i=0}^{I} (\alpha_{l,i} \rho_{l,i}) v_l + \sum_{k=0}^{K} (\alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k}) v_{g,k,top}} \\
x_{g,k,top} &= \frac{\alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k} v_g}{\sum_{i=0}^{I} (\alpha_{l,i} \rho_{l,i}) v_l + \sum_{k=0}^{K} (\alpha_{g,k} \rho_{g,k}) v_{g,k,top}} \\
y_k &= 1 - \frac{p_{top} - p_{dis}}{3 \rho_{top} \Delta p_c Y_k / 1.4}
\end{align*}
\]  

(A2)

The mass flow rate through the choke for liquid or gas can be calculated as the product of the total mass flow rate \(q_c\) and the corresponding mass flow fraction \((x_{l,i,top} \text{ or } x_{g,k,top})\).